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In view of the construction of a visualized three-dimensional thermal
performance prediction system for fabric reinforced composites, the thermal
constants analyzer was used to analyze and compare the thermal
conductivity of the three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites by
experimental methods, such as fiber volume fraction, internal braiding angle,
and different yarn reduction methods and fabric structures. The factors
influencing the thermal conductivity of three-dimensional fabric reinforced
composites were studied, and the principle of thermal conductivity was
analyzed. The thermal expansion coefficients of three-dimensional fabric
reinforced composites in X and Y directions are one order of magnitude
smaller than those in Z directions. When aramid fabric is used as
reinforcement, the composites with negative thermal expansion coefficients
can be designed. The research results provide the necessary basis for the
design, application and theoretical research of the three-dimensional fabric
reinforced composites in heat conduction. Through the research of this
paper, it lays a foundation for the process selection, performance design and
structure optimization of this kind of material, and promotes the further
application of three-dimensional braided composites.
Key words: three-dimensional fabrics, composite materials, thermal
properties, prediction system
1. Introduction
The properties of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites are highly dependent on their
structures due to their high heterogeneity and multi-scale internal structure. The number of layers,
laying sequence and laying angle of fibers in the composite strongly affect the stress distribution of the
composite under load, thus affecting its performance [1-2]. As far as three-dimensional fabric
reinforced composites are concerned, accurate prediction of their performance parameters is the
premise of performance-oriented design. From the point of view of current technology level, the
determination of material performance parameters is mainly through referring to national/industry
standards. However, the development efficiency of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites is
relatively low, the development cycle is long, and the cost is high, which makes it limited to determine
the mechanical and thermal properties of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites by
experimental methods. Therefore, the rapid, accurate and effective prediction of mechanical and
thermal properties of composite materials by finite element analysis has become the focus of many
experts and scholars [3].
Fabric reinforced composites are the combination of composite technology and textile
technology. Fabric reinforced composites are an important branch of advanced composites in the field
of high technology. They have shown their unique advantages in many aspects of modern engineering
technology. Fabric reinforced composites have experienced the development process from
unidirectional plate to two-dimensional fabric reinforced composites, and then to three-dimensional

fabric reinforced composites [4-5]. The application of two-dimensional fabric reinforced composites in
automotive industry, construction, aerospace and other fields is limited due to its manufacturing
problems and some poor mechanical properties, such as low impact damage resistance, poor fracture
orientation, and easy debonding between matrix and reinforcement under impact. In order to overcome
the problems of fabrication and mechanical properties of two-dimensional fabric reinforced
composites, domestic and foreign scholars have developed three-dimensional fabric reinforced
composites by means of mechanical properties analysis, combined with the traditional manufacturing
process of composite materials. Three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites are fabricated by
weaving, knitting, knitting or stitching, and then reinforced in the thickness direction of the matrix
material with the fiber fabric as reinforcement [6]. The composite structure is obtained by resin
transfer moulding (RTM) or resin film infiltration (RFI) process. Three-dimensional fabric reinforced
composites have high strength, high shear strength, high damage tolerance and strong ability to hinder
crack growth. Moreover, they have been widely used in construction, national defense, aerospace and
other fields because of their simple forming process and optimized structure design.
The purpose of this research is to theoretically analyze and predict the thermal conductivity of
three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites. Using quartz fiber to weave three-dimensional fabric
reinforced composites has the characteristics of high temperature resistance, corrosion resistance,
thermal shock resistance and microwave transmission, which can meet the protection of warheads in a
certain external environment [7-8]. The shape and structure of the fabric can be designed according to
different requirements. Because of the simple preparation process, it is possible to develop threedimensional fabric reinforced composites with excellent comprehensive properties under thermal and
mechanical loads applied to missile flight. It is of great significance to develop and improve the
application scope of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites. This promotes the application of
three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites in national defense construction, weapon
manufacturing, aerospace and other fields. By studying the effects of different structural parameters,
yarn reduction methods and weaving structures on thermal conductivity, the study of thermal
conductivity of three-dimensional fabrics, the establishment of cell model and the exploration of
thermal conductivity prediction methods have certain theoretical guiding significance [9]. This study
provides a theoretical basis for the design of three-dimensional fabrics and the selection of parameters,
and lays a foundation for the application of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites in radome
materials.
2. Measurement and Analysis of Heat Conductivity of Stereo Fabric Reinforced Composites
2.1. Measurement of thermal conductivity
The heat conduction performance test is carried out under constant temperature and humidity
environment. The temperature and humidity are 20C and 65% RH. Because the material is anisotropic,
it is necessary to cut the sample or adopt other pretreatment methods to ensure that the probe can
coincide with the main direction of the sample, that is, the axial direction of the fiber reinforced
material. (1) The thermal properties of the material can be measured by placing the probe between two
flat surfaces of the sample. (2) Fix the sample/probe with fixture. (3) The whole test system should be
placed in a sample chamber at constant temperature. (4) Balance the bridge before experiment. The
initial resistance of the probe is between 1 and 50 ohms, and the current is guaranteed not to exceed
lmA by balancing the voltage of the bridge. (5) Apply thermal pulse to the sample and record the
temperature within the pre-determined measuring time [10-14].
The temperature increase on the surface of the probe is recorded as a function of time. The
temperature response in the sample is mainly related to the thermal diffusivity and thermal
conductivity of the tested material. The thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the tested
material can be obtained by processing the recorded temperature curve. For isotropic materials, the
temperature rise on the surface of the probe can be expressed as fear of lead.
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Among them, p0 is the input power; r is the radius of the probe;  is the thermal

conductivity of the sample material; H (  ) is the dimensionless characteristic time function; H is the

dimensionless time, which is defined as  = Dt / r , where D is the thermal diffusivity of the sample
and t is the measurement time. Thermal diffusion can be obtained by least square method to obtain the
best linear relationship between Ts and H (  ) . Finally, the thermal conductivity can be obtained
from the slope of the straight line (1).
As for anisotropic materials, the temperature rise of the probe can be expressed as:
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 L and T are the effective thermal conductivity of the samples in both longitudinal and
transverse directions. Similar to the isotropic case, we first obtain the thermal diffusivity of DT along
the transverse direction of the sample. For a given volume specific heat  c p , we have:

T =  c p DT

(3)

The longitudinal thermal conductivity  L of the sample can then be obtained from the slope of
the line corresponding to equation (2).
Each parameter of quartz/epoxy composites consists of three samples, two of which are
measured three times in turn, and three groups of measurement results are obtained. Finally, the
average value of thermal conductivity of each sample is obtained.
The thermal conductivity of the composite pure epoxy resin is 0.1973w/(m﹒K) and that of the
quartz fiber is 1.4w/(m﹒K) at ambient temperature of 20 C. The volumetric specific heat of threedimensional braided composites with various parameters measured is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Volume heat ratio of sample
Serial number

1#

2#

3#

4#

5#

6#

7#

Volume specific heat
（MJ.m-3.K-1）

1.4142

1.3932

1.3637

1.393

1.4142

1.4098

1.3972

Serial number

8#

9#

10#

11#

12#

13#

14#

Volume specific heat
（MJ.m-3.K-1）

1.4213

1.3883

1.4134

1.4193

1.4177

1.3695

1.3578

Serial number

15#

Three
dimensional four
directions

Three
dimensional six
directions

Lamination

2.5 D

Volume specific heat
（MJ.m-3.K-1）

1.3873

1.4174

1.4122

1.3976

1.3918

The thermal conductivity of three-dimensional five-directional quartz/epoxy composites with
different fiber volume fractions, different internal braiding angles and different yarn reduction
methods was analyzed in the experiment (each of the three identical specimens is a group). The effects
of braiding angle and volume fraction on the thermal conductivity of 3D 5d braided composites under
different braiding parameters were obtained. The thermal conductivity of quartz/epoxy composites
with the same volume fraction and different braiding structures was also analyzed, and the effects of
various factors on the thermal conductivity of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites were
obtained.

2.2. Effect of braiding parameters on thermal conductivity of composites
Table 2 shows the average values of axial and radial thermal conductivity of three-dimensional
five-directional quartz fiber/epoxy composites with different braiding parameters. The yarn fineness is
195texX2.
Table 2 Average thermal conductivity of three-dimensional five-directional composites
Braided
Volume Axial thermal Coefficient Radial thermal Coefficient
angle
Number
fraction
conductivity
of
conductivity
of
(%)
(W.m-1.K-1)
variation(%)
(W.m-1.K-1)
variation(%)
(°)

2.2.1

1#

19.9

46.5

0.4835

1.71

0.2748

1.34

2#

26.7

47.2

0.4574

2.82

0.2935

2.31

3#

31.8

45.9

0.4315

0.89

0.313

1.25

4#

21.8

51.4

0.5395

3.37

0.2999

2.61

5#

25.9

52.8

0.4761

2.65

0.3155

0.87

6#

32.7

49.3

0.4444

2.92

0.3581

1.67

7#

21.6

55.3

0.5534

1.99

0.3135

1.48

8#

25.5

57.1

0.5224

2.12

0.3377

2.24

9#

29.8

56.5

0.4938

1.27

0.3719

0.94

10#

21.8

61.7

0.5721

3.67

0.3368

1.74

11#

25.9

62.4

0.5448

2.73

0.3481

0.88

12#

31.8

60.7

0.5235

1.82

0.3841

1.93

Effect of axial heat conduction performance

With volume fraction as variable, its axial thermal conductivity is plotted as a broken line, as
shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 is a broken line diagram of the axial thermal conductivity of threedimensional quintuple quartz/epoxy composites with different fiber volume fractions under the same
braiding structure and internal braiding angle.
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Figure 1 Axial thermal conductivity
It can be seen from Figure 1 that the axial thermal conductivity of the three-dimensional braided
composites with 60% fiber volume fraction is 14.2% higher than that of the three-dimensional braided

composites with 45% fiber volume fraction when  = 20 is equal to the internal braiding angle.
When  = 25 and  = 30 , the increase was 19.7% and 22.8% respectively. It shows that the axial
thermal conductivity of three-dimensional braided composites increases with the increase of quartz
fiber volume fraction. This is because the thermal conductivity of quartz fibers is higher than that of
epoxy resin, so when the volume fraction of quartz fibers in the axial section increases, the heat
transfer speed will be increased, which makes the thermal conductivity of three-dimensional braided
composites larger.
2.2.2

The shadow of radial heat conductivity

The radial thermal conductivity is plotted as a polyline with volume fraction as a variable, as
shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the radial thermal conductivity of three-dimensional braided
quartz/epoxy composites with different fiber volume fractions under the same braiding structure and
internal braiding angle.
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Figure 2 Radial thermal conductivity
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the radial thermal conductivity of the three-dimensional
braided composites with 60% fiber volume fraction is 23.6% higher than that of the three-dimensional
braided composites with 45% fiber volume fraction when  = 20 . When  = 25 and  = 30 , they
increased by 15.8% and 19.3% respectively. It shows that the radial thermal conductivity of threedimensional braided composites increases with the increase of quartz fiber volume fraction. This is
because the thermal conductivity of quartz fibers is higher than that of epoxy resin, so when the
volume fraction of quartz fibers in the radial cross section increases, the heat transfer rate will be
increased, which makes the thermal conductivity of three-dimensional braided composites larger.
As can be seen from Figsure 1 and Figure2, the internal braiding angle has opposite effects on
the axial and radial heat conductivity of three-dimensional braided composites. The smaller the
internal braiding angle of three-dimensional braided composites is, the more obvious the difference
between the axial and radial thermal conductivity is. It can be seen that the thermal conductivity of
three-dimensional braided composites shows significant anisotropy along the axial and radial
directions, and the smaller the braiding angle is, the more obvious the anisotropy is.
3. Thermal Performance Prediction of Three-dimensional Fabric Reinforced Composites
3.1. Coefficient of thermal expansion
The thermal properties of materials refer to the different thermal and physical properties of
materials and products in different temperature environments, including thermal expansion, thermal
conductivity and thermal stability. Thermal expansion coefficient of materials can be divided into
linear expansion coefficient and volume expansion coefficient. The use of linear expansion coefficient

is more common. It is defined as the relative change of the length of materials when the temperature
rises 1 K. The linear expansion coefficient of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites is
studied in this paper.

=

L
L * T

(4)

In the formula  is the linear expansion coefficient of the material, i.e. the relative change of
the length of the sample when the temperature rises 1 K; L is the initial length of the sample; T is
the change of temperature; L is the change of the length of the sample when the temperature
changes. Because the coefficient of thermal expansion varies with temperature, the coefficient of
thermal expansion obtained by formula (4) is the average value in the range of L temperature.
3.2. Prediction of thermal expansion coefficient
In ABAQUS, heat transfer problems such as uncoupled heat transfer analysis, sequential
coupled thermal stress analysis, fully coupled thermal stress analysis, adiabatic analysis and
thermoelectric coupling analysis can be solved conveniently and quickly. The prediction of thermal
expansion coefficient of materials requires sequential coupled thermal stress analysis using
ABAQUS/Standard solver [15-18]. The results of stress-strain field depend on the results of
temperature field. Therefore, the problem of temperature field, i.e. heat conduction, needs to be solved
first, then the thermal stress analysis is carried out on the basis of known temperature field, and finally
the stress-strain field can be obtained. In the process of analysis, the meshes used to solve the
temperature field and stress-strain field can be the same or different. ABAQUS interpolates
automatically.
The prediction of thermal expansion coefficient of composites is based on the finite element
method to calculate the micro-mechanics. The method of measuring thermal expansion coefficient of
composites by experiment is equivalent to the representative volume element of micro-scale. The
sequential coupled thermal stress analysis of representative volume element is carried out in
ABAQUS/Standard. The process of automatic prediction of thermal expansion coefficient of threedimensional fabric reinforced composites by finite element software ABAQUS is as follows:
(1) Using Python language and ABAQUS secondary interface, the geometric model of
representative volume elements of composite materials is automatically established and the meshes are
reasonably divided.
(2) According to the research needs, the volume fraction of representative volume elements of
composites is controlled at 50%.
(3) According to the orientation of matrix and reinforcement in composites, the orientation and
properties of matrix and reinforcement are given respectively.
(4) Heat transfer analysis. Because the temperature of the sample increases slowly under the
experimental conditions, it can be regarded as a steady-state heat transfer process in ABAQUS. In the
thermal analysis mode, the initial temperature field is located at 20 degree C (room temperature) using
a predefined field, and then the temperature of representative volume units is raised to the required
temperature by applying temperature load. The temperature field distribution of representative volume
units in the heating process is obtained.
(5) Thermal stress analysis. In the structural analysis mode, the temperature field distribution of
representative volume elements is read into the thermal stress-strain analysis as a predefined field, and
the corresponding boundary conditions are set.
(6) After the setting is completed, the calculation is submitted to obtain the micro-stress field
distribution of the representative volume element of the composite material during the heating process.
From the thermal stress distribution nephogram of representative volume units, it can be seen that the
thermal stress caused by temperature field of fiber reinforced fabric is larger than that of epoxy resin
matrix, which is due to the difference of elastic modulus and thermal expansion coefficient between
epoxy resin and fiber. The displacement increment (AL) along the direction of predicting thermal
expansion coefficient in the thermal stress-strain field of representative volume elements was extracted,
and the thermal expansion coefficient of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites was obtained
by combining the formula (4). The calculated results are shown in Table 3 and compared with the
experimental results as shown in Table 4 as well as Figure 3.

Table 3 Prediction results of thermal expansion coefficient of composite materials(10-6/℃)
Y-direction
Z-direction
X-direction
thermal
thermal
Structure layer
Temperature
thermal expansion
expansion
expansion
coefficient
coefficient
coefficient
Room temperature - 150
2.37
2.79
41.29
degrees
Structure layer
one
Room temperature - 200
0.72
0.99
29.85
degrees
Room temperature - 150
1.18
1.23
21.58
degrees
Structural layer
two
Room temperature - 200
-0.22
-0.19
12.65
degrees
Room temperature - 150
5.94
5.31
75.25
degrees
Structural layer
three
Room temperature - 200
4.36
3.93
64.6
degrees
Room temperature - 150
3.13
3.11
19.76
degrees
Structural layer
four
Room temperature - 200
2.92
2.99
18.94
degrees
Table 4 Comparisons between predicted results and experimental results of thermal expansion
coefficient of composites(10-6/℃)( X direction)
Structure layer

Structure layer
one

Structural layer
two

Structural layer
three

Structural layer
four

Temperature
Room temperature 150 degrees
Room temperature 200 degrees
Room temperature 150 degrees
Room temperature 200 degrees
Room temperature 150 degrees
Room temperature 200 degrees
Room temperature 150 degrees
Room temperature 200 degrees

Prediction value of
thermal expansion
coefficient

Thermal expansion
coefficient test value

2.37

2.37

0.72

0.73

1.18

1.12

-0.22

-0.23

5.84

5.93

4.36

4.11

3.13

2.82

2.92

2.97
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thermal expansion
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Figure 3 Contrast diagram of predicted value and experimented value
As can be seen from Table 4, the predicted results in this paper are basically consistent with the
experimental results. The error range between the predicted values and the experimental values of the
thermal expansion coefficient of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites is within 5%.
Moreover, the thermal expansion coefficients of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites in X
and Y directions are one order of magnitude smaller than those in Z directions. When aramid fiber
fabric is used as reinforcement, the composites with negative thermal expansion coefficients can be
designed[19-22].
4. Conclusion
In this paper, according to the performance requirements of reinforced composites, threedimensional fabric reinforced composites are used as radome materials. According to the
characteristics of variable cross section of reinforced composites, the effects of different yarn
reduction methods and the distribution of yarn reduction points on the thermal conductivity of
reinforced composites were studied. The thermal conductivity of samples with different knitting
parameters and weaving structures was tested. The effects of different parameters, structures and yarn
reduction methods on the thermal conductivity of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites were
analyzed. With the increase of internal braiding angle, the radial heat conductivity becomes stronger
and the axial heat conductivity becomes weaker. The thermal conductivity of three-dimensional
braided composites shows anisotropy along the axial and radial directions, and the smaller the braiding
angle, the more obvious the anisotropy. In this paper, the effect of reinforcement on the properties of
materials is studied. The thermal conductivity of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites at
room temperature is studied experimentally and theoretically. According to the use environment of
materials, the thermal conductivity of three-dimensional fabric reinforced composites at high
temperature can be studied when the test conditions permit. There are many kinds of threedimensional fabrics. This paper mainly studies the three-dimensional five-dimensional structure.
Although other structures have designed comparative experiments, there are fewer experimental pieces,
which can only roughly compare their thermal conductivity. Some other parameters can also be added
to the comparative experiments to evaluate the excellent thermal conductivity of different structures in
more detail and accurately.
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